Increasing convergence among heterogeneous radio networks is expected to be a key feature of future ubiquitous services. The convergence of radio networks in combination with dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) could be a beneficial means to solve the growing demand for radio spectrum. DSA might enhance the spectrum utilization of involved radio networks to comply with user requirements for high-quality multimedia services. This paper proposes a simple spectrum allocation algorithm and presents an analytical model of dynamic spectrum resource allocation between two networks using a 4-D Markov chain. We argue that there may exist a breakeven point for choosing whether or not to adopt DSA in a system. We point out certain circumstances where DSA is not a viable alternative. We also discuss the performance of DSA against the degree of resource sharing using the proposed analytical model and simulations. The presented analytical model is not restricted to DSA, and can be applied to a general resource sharing study.
I. Introduction
Radio communications based on fixed spectrum allocation, which has been well-utilized for decades, faces changes owing to technological convergence and spectrum shortage. Different radio services that were previously disparate are converging and their boundaries blurring. As this convergence may be strengthened in the future, the current static long-term licensing to a single technical standard may hinder fast technical innovation. Moreover, the increased demand for radio spectrum for high-quality mobile multimedia services requires dynamic spatio-temporal spectrum reuse [1] . This dynamic spectrum reuse is being restricted by current regulations.
Spectrum utilization varies temporally and spatially from 15% to 85% [2] , while the overall spectrum occupancy measured in Chicago is less than 17.4% [3] . Applying dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) to the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) [1] may increase spectrum efficiency by 29%. Some activities of regulatory agencies and standardization bodies relevant to dynamic spectrum reuse are presented in [4] .
DSA aims at exploitation of the underutilized spectrum of other radio systems by incorporating further control to share the spectrum among them. It dynamically allocates a radio spectrum that is not used during certain times or in certain areas. DARPA xG, DIMSUMnet, and IEEE P1900.4 provide framework architectures for DSA. Since DARPA xG [2] is a military project, its opportunistic spectrum use is performed in a distributed manner without any central entity. DIMSUMnet [5] is an architecture for a coordinated DSA by a spectrum broker. IEEE P1900.4 [6] developed a standard in which an operator spectrum manager (OSM) coordinates spectrum usage among networks. The IST-DRiVE project [7] studied the coordinated DSA problem in heterogeneous wireless networks (HWNs), assuming that a common coordinated channel was being used. A framework to achieve dynamic and decentralized spectrum management as well as joint radio resource management (RRM) in HWNs is presented in [8] .
The performance gains of DSA using the load history or prediction between UMTS and DVB-T are discussed in [7] and [9] . In [10] , the auction based spectrum allocation problem in cellular networks under the coordinated DSA model is addressed. In [11] , a DSA system with a packing behavior in open spectrum wireless networks is investigated. Markov chain (MC) based approaches on DSA with primary priority over a secondary user are proposed in [12] and [13] . The primary user preempts the communication channel by cutting off communication of the secondary user.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of DSA using an MC model. A simple DSA algorithm between two radio access technologies (RATs) is proposed, in which DSA decision is based on the performance history and prediction. The two RATs are assumed to have RAT-specific spectrum resources (RSSRs) and have access to a common DSA spectrum resource (CDSR). The RSSR is exclusive to one RAT while the CDSR is shared by both RATs. The previous studies considered all resources to be common for both RATs, but we expect radio communication operators will hold their own radio frequency spectrum for radio networks during the intermediate time before a complete transition to the age of a fully common spectrum. We provide an extensive analysis of the performance results when applying DSA, and discuss its performance gain. Our study finds that DSA may not bring benefits under certain circumstances.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II, we describe HWN systems where DSA is applied. Section III discusses a traffic model and provides an analysis of DSA based on a 4-D MC. Numerical results of the analysis are provided in section IV, and our conclusion is given in section V.
II. System Description 1. DSA Architecture
We consider that DSA will be performed in a layered architecture as in Fig. 1 . A spectrum broker (SB) [10] manages the overall spectrum usage rights and coordinates access to the spectrum among operators. An OSM [6] manages the spectrum within an operator and coordinates the assignment of the spectrum among the RATs of the operator. A community resource manager (CRM) dynamically assigns spectrum to a local resource manager (LRM) according to the load status of each LRM. The CRM is in charge of load balancing among LRMs within a specified area of a community. A community is a conceptual area where radio resources are managed together. An LRM is similar to a traditional RRM entity with further interaction with a CRM for inter-RAT load balancing. The hierarchical architecture of DSA entities enables various time scale granularities of the DSA cycle and assignment sizes of spectrum among layers.
A. DSA Cycle
A DSA cycle is the time during which DSA is performed periodically. The length can be decided according to the hierarchical location or situation in which it is applied. The timescale of DSA is discussed in [14] and a layered approach of inter-and intra-operator spectrum management is discussed in [8] . DSA among operators, conducted by OSM and SB, may take from minutes to days, while DSA among RATs within an operator, may take milliseconds to seconds. DSA within a RAT, may take microseconds to milliseconds. Online and batched processing models of spectrum demand are mentioned in [15] . The online model processes requests on a call-by-call basis, and the batched model processes requests received during a time window of T units. In [16] , an auction within a short interval is shown to respond better to traffic dynamics than that within a longer interval. This paper defines the DSA cycle as τ, but it is not restricted to a definite timescale. We use the statistical features of traffic during τ in our analytic model and simulation. However, it is natural that a reasonable τ enhances the performance of DSA as well as enables a realistic traffic modeling.
B. Spectrum Allocation Unit
A concept of coordinated access band (CAB), which is a contiguous chunk of spectrum to be reserved by radio regulatory authorities for controlled dynamic access, is introduced in [5] . To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no actual allocation of the CAB by any regulatory authorities yet. Following the CAB concept, let Ω denote the amount of spectrum of CAB and β d denote the basic size of the spectrum to be handled among DSA entities, which may differ according to the center frequency of each CAB; Ω/β d is then the number of the basic spectrum units of DSA to be allocated.
Since β d is the basic unit of spectrum management, we introduce an enhanced concept of the spectrum management unit to be dynamically assigned during τ, which is assumed to be a multiple of β d . Let u be the average arrival rate of users to a DSA entity during τ, and w be the average required bandwidth per user; β D =u·w is then the unit size of the bandwidth to be handled during τ. Figure 2 shows the relations among CAB, β D , and β d , where β D reflects the statistical characteristics of traffic during τ and will be used in the DSA decision. Since there are various types of RATs and their working bandwidths differ, we assume β D ≥β d .
DSA Decision
For the purpose of a simple presentation, we assume that there are N cells of a RAT that covers the micro range, that one cell of a macro RAT is overlaid within a space under discussion, and that N cells are arranged sequentially and numbered in order as depicted in Fig. 1 . They are represented as R m i and R M , where m i is the i-th cell of N cells in the micro RAT, and M is the macro RAT. Given 1/K frequency reuse factor, we can define a set of cells, F k , as 
where
where [S:F] is the index of F in S, and x     is the largest integer less than or equal to x. It should be noted that Φ(τ) is in decreasing order.
The number of spectrum units to be assigned to F k during τ is denoted as ( )
Since the DSA is performed using the unit of β d , ( 
Markov Chain
MC models are used in [11] - [13] . An MC model is used for DSA in open spectrum wireless networks in [11] . In [12] , forced termination probability, the blocking probability, and system throughput in cognitive radios access in licensed bands are derived using an MC model. A primary-prioritized MC model is proposed in [13] for dynamic spectrum access between the primary and the secondary users. We employ an MC model for probabilistic analysis as [11] - [13] did. In order to build a manageable MC for the CDSR and the RSSRs of two RATs, we have the following settings: 1, .
With these settings, we build a 4-D MC of which state (i, di, j, dj) is the resource usage status of the micro and the macro RATs during τ, where i and j are the numbers of the occupied RSSR units of the micro and the macro RATs, respectively. The maximum numbers of the RSSR units for each RAT are defined as I and J. The numbers of the occupied CDSR units of the micro and the macro RATs are di and dj, where di+dj≤D. The unit of both RSSR and CDSR is a multiple of β D .
Because of the complicated nature of 4-D MC model, we first organize the states according to i and j as in Fig. 3 . For each i and j, we arrange the states according to di and dj in a triangular shape. The number of states is (I+1)(J+1)(D+1)(D+2)/2. The state transition diagram template is depicted in Fig. 4 , but the application of each transition arrow depends on the state. State (i, di, j, dj) in Fig. 4 is the case when (i+di) spectrum units are occupied by the micro RAT and (j+dj) are occupied by the macro RAT. The steady state probabilities are P i,di,j,dj , and the sum of all P i,di,j,dj 's is 1 [18] . Upon arrival of a call to a RAT, the RSSR is primarily used, while the CDSR is used only if the RSSR is not available. Unlike the assumption . . . ( 
Balance Equations
The number of balance equations (BEQs) in general form is sixty-three. Because of limited space we present the rule for building BEQs rather than BEQs themselves. Combining the BEQ space and the BEQ generating rule together, we may build BEQs.
A. Balance Equation Space
The domain of state (i, di, j, dj) depicted in Fig. 3 
The categories of di and dj domains are defined as set D:
, is for 0, 0, and , where , is for 0, 0, and .
Unlike I and J, which organize states in a square, D defines di and dj together to form a triangular shape of each (i, j) as in Fig. 3 . The states in Fig. 3 can be represented using the domain sets I, J, and D as
The BEQs of (I+1)(J+1)(D+1)(D+2)/2 states are reduced to sixty-three BEQs in general form as defined in S.
B. Balance Equation Generating Rule
The universal form of a BEQ is given by m M , , , ,
( ( 1) ) (
( ( 1) ) ( ( 1) ) 
This reflects all state transitions shown in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that λ m from P i,di,j,dj is applied only once, and so is λ M . An arrival of traffic occupies spectrum resources of either RSSR or CDSR.
Since the universal form of BEQ incorporates all possible transitions, irrelevant transitions are to be eliminated according to i, di, j, and dj. The elimination rules are given from (10a) to (10g). 
, , , 
( ( 1) ) 0 if ( ) ,
Equation (10e) shows that the (di+1)th state or (dj+1)th state does not exist if the CDSR is already used up. 
Performance Metrics
The performance metrics considered are traffic blocking probability (TBP), dynamic spectrum access probability (DSP), and average throughput (ATP). The TBP is a combined measure to include both traditional new call blocking probability and handoff call dropping probability. Since our model does not consider handoff call's priority over a new call, the two probabilities are merged into and represented by the TBP. However, the call blocking probability and the call dropping probability of the micro RAT are 
and mT , , ,
respectively. The P mD and P MD states are the rightmost states arranged diagonally in the triangles of each j and i, in 
where θ m and θ M are the average spectral efficiencies [19] 
Lastly, the performance gain of DSA is defined as
where ₡ DSA is the average operating gain, against NRS, of the two RATs applying DSA during τ, ζ b is the cost of a bit, and ζ DSA is the cost of a single DSA action. In (17), we assume ζ b is same in both the micro and the macro RATs. The performance gain of DSA depends on various parameters, and it may be negative at times. An investigation is required into whether or not applying DSA is beneficial for target systems.
IV. Numerical Results
The total number of spectrum units is 15, where I=9 and J=6 for NRS case, and I=7, J=4, and D=4 for DSA. The traffic portion of each RAT is set as P The performance differences of RAT1 and RAT2 come from the load differences. Since RAT2 has a much smaller number of the RSSR units considering its traffic load, its request for DSA is higher than that of RAT1. Thus, the performance gain of RAT2 is also bigger than that of RAT1. RAT2 has four RSSR units and receives 40% of the overall traffic, while RAT1 has seven units and receives 60% of the overall traffic. Figure 6 shows the performance gain of DSA, ₡ DSA , in (17) . In the cases of P m =0.7 and P M =0.3, the load on the micro RAT is much higher than that on the macro RAT. Considering that their RSSRs change from 9 to 1 and from 6 to 1, the load on the micro RAT is more intensive. In the cases of P m =0.5 and P M =0.5, the load on the macro RAT is higher than that on the micro RAT. In the case of P m =0.6 and P M =0.4, the load difference on both RATs is marginal.
In Fig. 7(a) , the change of the TBP is greatly dependent on the RSSR of the macro RAT rather than that of the micro RAT. The amount of spectrum units that the micro RAT shares does not have a great impact on the performance, but the amount of shared spectrum units from the macro RAT is very significant. This is because the excessive traffic of the micro RAT may use the shared spectrum units from the macro RAT. In Fig. 7(b) , the situation is reversed as the load on the micro RAT is much less than that of the macro RAT. Figure 7 (c) shows that the performance fairly depends on the change of both RATs sharing the RSSRs as the CDSR. This is because, considering their resources, the load levels of both RATs are similar. In Fig. 8(a) , the ATP greatly depends on the change in the macro RAT RSSR as in Fig. 7(a) . The ATP is increased as the macro RAT shares its RSSR as the CDSR. In Fig. 8(b) , the ATP greatly depends on the change of the micro RAT RSSR. The ATP in Fig. 8(c) slightly depends on the change of the RSSRs of both RATs. In an overall sense, the effect of sharing the RSSR as the CDSR on the throughput is similar to that on In Figs. 9(a) through 9(c), the probability of DSA action grows linearly as the amount of the CDSR changed from the RSSRs of both RATs is increased. The change of the RSSR of one RAT does not drastically change the probability of DSA action. This trend is different from Figs. 7 and 8. The impact of the load difference on each RAT is not as significant as that in the TBP or the ATP. The overall load on both RATs is more important to DSA usage as shown in Fig. 5(c) . This is because the probability of DSA action is increased regardless of how busy the RAT that shares its RSSR as the CDSR is. The drastic gain of the TBP in Fig. 7 and the ATP in Fig. 8 comes from making use of the CDSR changed from the RSSR of a less busy RAT for a busier one. However, the less busy RAT still has to use DSA even if it shares its RSSR as the CDSR for the other RAT.
V. Conclusion
Dynamic spectrum management is being focused upon in order to save radio resources among converged radio networks and services. Previous works analyzed the performances of DSA that use common spectrum resources in a coordinated or opportunistic manner. We notice that during the transition period to the full-DSA era, determination of whether or not to apply DSA on the existing spectrum allocation is required. This paper provides an analytical model of DSA with the CDSR as well as the RSSR. A 4-D MC is employed to model the RSSRs and the shared CDSR between two RATs. The analytical model is based on a system with a simple spectrum allocation decision algorithm. We discussed the performance of DSA in terms of the TBP, ATP, and DSP. We pointed out there may exist a break-even point of applying DSA in a system. Even though DSA seems to be a promising technique to resolve spectrum shortage, our research result claims that there is a break-even point in employing DSA. The break-even point depends on the system load and the relative cost of DSA to the cost of a bit of the system. The proposed analytical model is a general one so as to be employable in other resource sharing systems. The performance enhancement of DSA was analyzed in terms of the amount of shared spectrum resources.
We are going to study different levels of DSA activity and cost models of DSA with joint RRM among RATs, by which we will further find more concrete resource utilization models under HWN environments.
